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Purchase
to Pay
Overview
Acquire is a core component within Zonal’s suite of

Stock and Order solutions and can be purchased as

a bolt-on to Zonal’s standard EPoS Stock and Order

module. It’s an intuitive, end-to-end online purchasing

management solution - ideal for companies with multisite estates.

Acquire enables your staff to see what’s in stock, what’s on order and when
orders are due for delivery. It reduces wastage by eliminating over-ordering and it
improves margins significantly by sourcing goods in the best quantities from the
best supplier at the best price.
Visibility of stock on hand, stock on order and minimum stock levels at the
point of order provide operators with all the accurate, real-time information
they need to optimise stock levels - reducing out-of-stocks and avoiding
excessive stockholding.
Full integration with Zonal’s EPoS system means that you will only ever
display exactly what’s available to sell, with one version of the truth shared
across all your sites.

Features
Real-time integration with Zonal’s
EPoS system
Web-based, mobile-optimised
application
Intuitive user interface
Minimum stock level setting
Create and clone order templates

Automated invoice reconciliation
Easy to manage and control
product lists, pricing and preferred
suppliers
Flexible delivery schedules
Large and ever-expanding
supplier directory

“

Acquire has given us full
visibility over our entire
stock management
process. It’s brilliant our
suppliers have been
able to integrate with
the platform, meaning
our sites and Head
Office have visibility
and control of the
real-time order
process.
Carmel Brogden

Head Auditor, McManus Pubs

“

With an accurate view of stock
and wastage, plus real-time
alerts to areas of inefficiency,
we are now building an action
plan to improve gross profit
across the estate.
Adam Mayers

Finance Director, Hydes Brewery

Benefits
Increased ordering efficiency

Signiﬁcant margin improvements

Control and visibility of purchasing
activity

Full EDI supplier integration available via
trusted best-in-breed integration partner

Reduced stockholding

Available 24/7 from any location

Real-time integration with suppliers,
stocks and ﬁnance

£60,000 saved every 4 weeks by Loungers
Increase margins by 3%

- 8%

Further Resources

Why Zonal?
Zonal is the trusted supplier of innovative, integrated
technology solutions to over 16,000 hospitality and leisure
businesses. Our award-winning, UK-based training, project
management and customer success teams will support you every
step of the way; from project initiation right through to go live,
you’re always in safe hands.

Guide:
Your Stock and Order Installation:
A Roadmap to Success
Guide:
Making the Stock and Order Business
Case to your Board

Contact us today
0800 131 3400 | sales@zonal.co.uk
zonal.co.uk/acquire
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